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The Card of C Gourmet from Kingston includes about 15 different dishes and drinks. On average, you pay for a
dish / drink about $4.5. What User likes about C Gourmet:

this restaurant has been my favorite restaurant for about 15 years. the chinese and sushi are well placed in the
opposite. the employees treat the people very friendly. Currently sushi is not on the menu, which is somehow a
big thing, because I always enjoy everything you can eat sushi from here. hopefully they will get back the menu

soon. her sushi cook has always been great. these are the 4 seasons of evening pictu... read more. In nice
weather you can even eat in the outdoor area, And into the accessible spaces also come clientele with

wheelchairs or physiological limitations. What User doesn't like about C Gourmet:
price sky high also for an order of reis! reis was formerly fresh with a lot nice, but now. a couple of boiled carrots
that are difficult to find in sweet fried rice. portions are smaller prices far over reasonable. Early spring rolls were

twice as big, delicious fresh. this place stood earlier than the best round, but rarely think to go here, the latest
order sent me about the edge with going there inappropriate. 1 read more. C Gourmet The brilliant Asian fusion

cuisine will thrill you, the exquisite mix of familiar flavors and exciting new creations will amaze!, They also
present nice South American menus to you on the menu. Many customers also especially enjoy the versatile,

fine Chinese cuisine, On the menu there are also several Asian dishes.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Spirit�
AMERICANO

Ric� Dishe�
CHICKEN FRIED RICE

Sonstige�
SASHIMI

Asia� specialtie�
EDAMAME $4.5

Drink�
DRINKS

Miyag� Specialt� Roll�
VEGETABLES ROLL

Mai� course�
SUSHI

CRAB

Chicke�
CHICKEN LO MEIN

CHICKEN CHOW MEIN

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

CHEESE

MEAT

CUCUMBER
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